DE GRUMMOND SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP ENROLLMENT FORM

FIRST NAME    MIDDLE INITIAL    LAST NAME

ADDRESS

CITY    STATE    ZIP

EMAIL ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS:

☐ $35 SUSTAINING – GIFT OF BOX OF DE GRUMMOND NOTECARDS & PEN (valued at $6)
☐ $100 ADVOCATE – GIFT OF DE GRUMMOND T-SHIRT & PEN (valued at $16)
☐ $500 BENEFACCTOR – GIFT OF BOX OF DE GRUMMOND NOTECARDS, T-SHIRT & PEN (valued at $21)
☐ $1000 LIFETIME – GIFT OF COFFEE MUG, DE GRUMMOND NOTECARDS, T-SHIRT & PEN (valued at $26)

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
The USM Foundation is a 501C3 non-profit organization. Gifts are tax deductible to the extent of current IRS regulations.

☐ CASH   ☐ CHECK (Make check payable to: The USM Foundation with Fund #0679 in the memo)

CREDIT CARD:  VISA  MASTERCARD  DISCOVER  AMERICAN EXPRESS

CARD NUMBER    EXPIRATION DATE:

NAME ON CARD    DATE

SIGNATURE

DE GRUMMOND CHILDREN’S LITERATURE COLLECTION • UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
118 COLLEGE DRIVE BOX 5148 • HATTIESBURG, MISSISSIPPI 39406
PHONE: 601.266.4349 • FAX: 601.266.6269